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Reality Pen
ON VACATION!

Part I

Jessica and Gabriel have been a couple for several years
now. Jessica wants to go on vacation. So does Gabriel. But
their target destinations do not really align. Jessica wants to
see old temples and museums, learn about other cultures
and taste foreign cuisines. Gabriel on the other hand just
wants a relaxing week far off work. Laying around on the
beach or at the pool in an all-inclusive hotel…

In the end, Jessica simply books two tickets to Rome. She
wants to see the Colosseum and so much more! Being
confronted with the already bought tickets Gabriel gives in.
BUT WHAT IS THAT? Just before the vacation starts his
purchase from the magic shop arrives. It‘s said to be a
reality-altering pen. He bought it as a joke, but lost in
thought he scribbles „Tropical beach resort 5-Star, all-
inclusive “ onto the ticket‘s recipe… and is quite intrigued
by the results.

But how will the couple‘s vacation go? Jessica hates lazing
around the beach and keeps bitching around… can the
reality pen help make this vacation an excellent trip for
both of them?

Featuring:

Gabriel … A guy with a reality pen!
Jessica … Gabriel’s energic girlfriend for years.



And now I’m 
trapped here in 

this tropical 
nowhere!

Get to know the 
culture. Visit 

some historical 
monuments.

I want an 
adventure! Meet 

interesting 
people!

I still can’t 
believe I let 
you talk me 
into this.

Oh, dear 
god! I’m soo

bored!

But with my GF 
nagging all day 

long… it’s far from 
the vacation I’ve 

envisioned…

I still can’t 
believe that we 
are really here… 
that pen really 
works magic!



I wonder if 
it works on 

people…

Give me 
your hand 
for a sec, 

hon.

*#(%&/
*nag* *nag*

“§$%&/( Why?

It’s a game. I 
promise it 

will brighten 
your mood.

Tsk!
Highly 

doubt that!



Hand-
writing? 
Really?

Go with it. 
You can wash 
it off in the 
sea anyway.

I can’t believe 
I’m so bored I let 
you do this as a 
distraction …

Hey!
That like tickles!
Tihi. Like what 

you write?



Honey-poo? 
Are you like 

okay?

Wow!
I mean… err… I 
was just thinking 

how good you look 
in that bikini.

I really like 
these dots. They 

look awesome 
when I jiggle 

them!

Tihi!
Thank you 
so much!



Later the couple has moved back to the beach
where they take in the sun… But Gabriel soon
wants to move into a more sexual direction...



How about 
we just fuck 

instead?

We can do it in 
the evening back 

in our room as 
much as you 

want.

But not in 
public, hon. 

Look at all the 
people around!

Tihi!
You know me, 
I’d love that.

Big Boobed Bubbly
Beach Babe Bimbo



Jessica is hesitant about doing „it“ there on a 
public beach, but where there is a reality pen
there is a way!



You like my 
boobies 
don’t ya?

Mhhh! 
Letting the 

twins breathe 
feels good.

Like two big 
bubbles! 
Tihi!

Do you like 
how round 

it is?

How 
about my 

butt?



And soon the couple is doing it like rabbits out 
there on the secluded beach! ☺









End of Teaser

Using the reality pen to turn your girlfriend into
the perfect beach bunny so you both can enjoy
what you want… a dream come true? This comic
contains some great shots of Jessica and Gabriel
on the beach.

The full comic is 29 comic pages long and
includes 5 high-definition pinups. But note, it is
only the first part of this story. “Reality Pen – ON
VACATION!” will be a trilogy that tells the whole
story of this couple’s vacation ☺

The comic is for adults only and available on my
Patreon Site, in my Gumroad-Shop or in my
FANBOX:
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